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SUMM^RY

The cこ11･thquake ∫)bscrvatioTI OE a Shield tunnel has beeTI COnductcd by the

authors since 1983.　Detailcd examination revealed that the tunnel behavior due

to body-wave-predominant eat.thquakes, which is expected in a large earthquake. is

most..1y governed by tlle ･ilrOuJld I:ondition of surface layer.　On the basis of the

observation rc!ミults, (,arthquake response aTlalyses for the simulation of the

observaLion llaVe becTI Carried　()ut.　The mall.hpmatical m()dcls used here arc a

(luaSil.hrce-dimension;ll ground model for ground ilnd WiLlklt.r's n)odel for a turLnel

with equival(tnt t･jbridiLy deLcrmined from the actllal behavior ()i scgTnent itself

･lnfl ･l ring JOiTIt duriTLg (,arthqtJakes.　As a result. the simulations showed good

agreement,s with I.he observation.

lNTRODUCTION

The authors have bf!Cn executing earthquake observation of a shield tunnel in

soft ground systeJZLatically. in order to clarify the mechanizuJn Of a seismicity of

a shield tunllel during earthquakes siJICe 1983 (Ref.1,2).　The observation site

was selected to grasp the tunJlel behavior dul･ing earthquakes originated froⅡl the

structure of surface ground.　Detailed analyses of the data obtained by recent

several earthquakes have brt)ught about pleCeS OE considerable information.　This

paper mainly deals with the representative behavior of a shield tunnel during

earthquakes obtained from the observation and its earthquake response

simulatioIIS.

EARTHQUAKE OBSERVATION

Outline of Earthquake Observation The observation site is located in the

southem part of Yokoha皿a City. Xanagawa Pref‥ Japan.　Fig.1 illustrates the

topography of the observatioTI Site. Alluvial silty clay is seditnented inbetween

separate hills of diluvial mud stone, where a drowned valley is form)ed.　Shear

wave velocity of alluvial surface layer ranges froJZI 40　to　260 m/see. whereas that

of diluvial Jnud stone is about　750　m/see.　The dotted line in the figure shows

the boundary between aliuviuJZL aJld diluviuJn at the level of tunnel crown.　The

shield tunnel is constructed crossュr)g the valley at a low angle.　The tunnel is

used for electrical power cables and is col叩OSed of reinforced concrete segments

with outer diameter of　5.1 tn.

Fig.2(a)　denotes the cross section of the observation site and the

installation of　皿eaSuring instruJnentS.　The ground movement is　皿eaSured by

acceleronetcrs placed underground at four points with variation of depths: i.e..
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point F and G in Fjg.1.　The tunnel behavior is observed at five sections A

through E. where ;lCCelemmeLers and strainmeters are iTIStaHed.　They are

arranged so that char･acteristic turLnel behavior originated from the valley shape

can be obtdiTLCd.　The strainJneterS are fixed both in the direction of tunnel axis

alld along tunnel inner circle. ITl addition. divergeTICe meters arc Set at tunnel

sect.ion C.　Fig.2(b) illust.raf.es the arrallgenlent Of measuring instruJnentS at

tunnel section C.

Observation Results Over　20　earthquakes have been recorded since 1983　at the

site.　Fivc major earthquakes shown in Table 1 were selected out of the

earthquakes for detailed analyses.　The maximutn acceleration in the table means

the InaXiml皿　aCCeleratit)n recorded at point F in the depth of 1.5　皿.　The

mdg71jtude of caL=h earthquake selected is over　6.

a) Oymanic-Behavior of the Ground Originated from the Valley Shape Fig.3 shows

the ground accelerograLJTlS recorded at point F in three differeTlt depths dlle tO

YXHPl-･1 earthqllake.　Thc i姐Plification of I,he acceleration from GL.-29.8　m in mud

stone to GL.-1.5　n) near the surface ranges From　2.7　to　5.6 in horizontal x

direction, 3.0 to　5.5 i一l horirzontill y dirction and about　3　jn vertical z

djre｡tion. The predominant frequency ｡f the ground is i.3-1.6　ftZ in x direction.

116-1･8　けZ in y dil､Pet･ion and almost　3　Hz in z direction. respectively.　The

amplification and frequency iT1 3　dircctjons change dcpcndcnt on t,he epicentral

direction of earthquakesl The ground motion Can be divided into two types except

for YKHM-3. in which surface wave is predoa)illant: Type 1; The amplification of

acceleration in the dire(:tioT1 0t-　the valley axis (A) is fairly larger than that

in the dil､eetion perpendicular to the axis (YKIIM-1 &　4), Type　2: contraversely,

the aJqPlifi｡ation iLl the direiTticn perpt,ndicular to the valley axis (y) is larger

(YXHM-2　品　5).

Fig.1 Topographycal Map of

the Observation Site

･-　straiTLJtLCtCrS

IH■

Table 1 Main Earthquakes Recorded

at the Observation Site

Earthq.No. 認�FR�Magnitude 埜��6V蹌��Max.Ace. 

M 認�62竊ｴ���(gaり 

YXEtM-1 唐��2�6.0 田��86_9 

YXftH-2 �2��B�`7.9 鼎S��37.6 

YKI廿卜3 湯��B�B�6.8 �#���12.1 

YXItM-4 �����R�6.2 田��52.7 

YXHM-5 ��"��r�r�6.7 都B�85.2 

TOnCterS alluvial ��劔 

Silly �6ﾆ���FC � 
･√ 勿わゝ 優簽B籃｣��6�VﾆB�tunnel ��i.CLL-_I,..5.-. a,ト-lZ轟頑 � 

-''J;A 髭��� ��十nJ'r � 

~'〃: 窒穩rﾂﾆﾆﾄ����br�� 

(N>SO)C.L-27.llI 

diluvial �&ﾗVG7F�44B�僞 

Fig.2(a) Cross Section and installation

of Measuring lnstrllnentS
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Fig.2(b) MeasureJZIent at

Tunnel Section C



Various vibraLion modes appear reflecting the topography and stratigraphy of

surface ground and the direction of epl(Tenters. Which were corroborated by

vibratioTl tests OTl the model ground made of geトlike-materiaユ　with complexed

boundary Ll0nditioT) (Ref.5).　The authors concluded. therefore, that the two type

of ground vibrations were orlglnated from two distinct vibration modes of the

ground produced by the the dlfference in the epicentral direction of earthquakes.

b) Characteristic i)istribution of Tunnel Axial Strain Fig.3　shows the tunnel

axial strains il一 tunrlel sections from A through D. respectively. when the tunnel

was subjected to YXHH･-4　earthquake.　They are the strains JZleaSured on se卯IentS

and their maxiJZIuJZI VallleS are almost the satDe, Which is one (lf the characteristic

features in Type 1 earthqtlakes. In the earthquakes of Type　2. 0n the other hand.

the axial strain at sectiorl a is comparatively large and that of section C is

fairly small.　Another characteristic feature is the difference in axial strain

nodes.　Fj苦.4 illllStrateS the aAial strain distribution at the time when the

strain at sectjon A is on the positive peak, zero cross point, negative peak,

zero cross point, succcsively. The distributioIl in YXlml4 (Type I) is plotted on

left hand side and that (Jf YKfm-5 (Type　2) is plotted on right hand side.　As

shoMt in the figllre. the two distributions are quite differeTLt each other.　The

Former means that the surface grotlnd moves entirely from section A to D or from

section D to A jn consecutive.　The latter can be explained by Lhe fact that the

second mode vibration of Hle ground occured in tunnel axial direction.

Therefore, the predominant frequeJICy Of the ground in Type 1 earthquakes is a

little lower than tllat Of Type 2 earthquakes.

C) DynaJnic Behavior of Joints BetweeTI Twe Adjacent SegTDent Rings At three

tunTlel sections

itself (segtZ)ent

port.ion)　using

i日ustraLes one

segtz)tnt portioTl

earthquake.　The

tuTlnel section.

a. C and i), the tunnel axial_sr,rain is measured both OTI SegE)ent

portion) and　亡he section crossing over the ring joint (jt)int

stccl-bar-type strain皿eterS With　50　ctn ill length.　Fig.6

off the exaLnPles of tlle COnparison of axial strains betweeTI OTl a

and a JOint portion lneaSured at tunnel section D ill YKHM-4

strain on JOint portion is larger i一l any earthqtlake and any

ln this example. the ratio of the axial strain on segment

portiorL tO that on joint portioTl is about　3. This ratio changes according to the

earthquake.　The authors proposed the equivalent rigidity of a shield ttlnnel

usillg the factors al▲d axial alld bending rigidity of the segment (Ref.2):

(EA)eq･二㌔(EA)seg･ ･　(El)eq.= Rb(El)seg　　　　　　　　　(1)

三:｡IchtiiC.hn･ ctohli.ffca,cetnotr, R,?.esa,nedct iRvbel;ヲC芸ま崇三;ユutehse aTeia三1.asnedlybernedliantge｡ritg.id霊

rigidity of the ground at the periphery of the tunnel and the mechanjzuJn Was

clarified by Suzuki and Tamura　(Ref.3).　The tunnel bending strain is

considerably snail compared to the a.xia] strain. half or one third of the axial

straiJl.  In the bending deformation of the tunnel, the ratio also can be

calculated･ In the case that the vibration is not so strong. the behavior of

the seg7nent portion alld the joint portioTI is alJnOSt the sane and the ratio

mentioned above is around ll0･ In case of strong vibration. however, the ratio

becotDeS a Certain value over LO due to the tunnel structure and the rigidity of

the ground at the periphery of the tunnel.

Earthquake Response Analysis of the Observation

a) Modeling and Analytical Conditions The ground n)odel used for the earthquake

response aTlalysis is the quasi-three-diJZLenSionaユ　ground model proposed by Tanura

aLld Suzuki (Ref･4,5)･　This is the coJnPOSite model of oTle degree of freedoJn

systeJn and fjTlite elenentsI The soil colllmn Of surface layer is JnOdeled by a set

of spring-JnaSS With the consideratioTI Of fundamental vibration mode of the colu皿n

and each spring-mass system is col)neCted with each other by the finite plate

element. Fig.7　shows the mesh of the observatlOn Site modeled by the tnethod. The

nuJZ)her of TIOdal points used is　473　and that of plate e]eJnentS is　437.　The

modeling was carried out, based on the equidepth lnap Of surface layer and the
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soil profjユes at severa.l boreholes obtained from 1.he geological survey.　The

upper and lower bouJldaries in the figure are dealt as free. whi】c the left and

right boundaries are dealt as fixed.　The mud stone beneath the alluvial soft

layeI･ is considered t() be the base rock in the analysis･

The earthquake response analysis and its comparison with the actllal

observation introduced below are on Yf(HM-5　earthquake occured on Dec. 17. 1987.

where the maxi皿unl tunnel axial and circll皿ferencial strains were recorded.  In the

analysis. L九e damping factor of 0.05　was used based on the actual ground shear

strain observed at point F.　The input waves in x and y direction are the main

part of accelerations recorded at, Point F GL.-29.8　m in x and y direction.

respectively.　Furthermore. the input waves travel with the phase velocity of the

earthquiake from the epicelltral direction in this analysis.　The tunnel t伯S

modeled by L2　beaJJ)-COltJmrl Finite elements with equivalent rigidities deterⅢlined

lt.lt lL●■　　　IJ.-

CL.一12.A h　-　r
MAt4120.84　GAL H1.47 lt【I

Ib-　　　tL-　　ILlr J7.-
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rtAJ4-15.Sl GAL l12.1Z IEe)

三…両--
I■ l●　　l L●l I■ ■●　　J). ■■　　　K-　　　- ■l IL. ●●　　　- l●　　l■.-　　ILIT l■ -
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Point F (Yl(f刑-1)
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Fig.5 Tunnel Axial Strain

Distribution
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Free Boundary

L.
Fig.7 Mesh of the Analysis
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froJn the observation with equation (1),　The analysis introducued below is the

simulation of the behavior during YKHM-5　earthquake.　The axial and bending

strain reduction coefficient in YKHMl5　earthql】ake is 0.17 and 0.27. respectively.

b) Comparison of the Results between Actual Observation and Analysis The

typical vibration modes of the observation site are shown in Fig･8･ The authors

presuJne that the mode (a) with effective mass ratio of O･37, where the amplitude

of the vibration in tunnel axial direction is large in the central reglOT1 0f the

mesh. is predoJninaJ)t in Type 1 earthquakes and the mode (b). where second or

third vibration modes are seen in entire rf唱ion of the mesh. is predominant in

Type　2　earthquakes. The effective皿)ass ratio of mode (b) is not so large as that

of tELOde (a). There are several modes similar to this 【node. however. the total of

thfLir ratios reaches to 0.34,

Fig.9　shows the cod)Pal･isorL Of the accelerograJTIS at point F GL.-1.5 m between

observed and aJlaユyzed both in x and y directions.　They are filtered through

1.0-2.0　Hz for the purpose of the conJparison.　As shoMl in the figure, the

analytical results show considerably good agreeznents with the observation

results. both in quality and quantity.　The earthquake response analyses were

carried out on other earthquakes YXI研一1. 2　and　4.　The observed accelerograJbS

were also siJnulated fairly well by the analyses.

Fig.10　illustrates the comparison of the tunllel axial straiJIS between

actually observed at tunTlel sections A through r) and aTlalyzed at the positions

corresponding to the observed tunnel secti-)ns.　Since the time histories of both

the observation and the analysis reseⅡlble each other. jt was shoMI that the trend

can be simulated well even wheTl the analysis was perfomed with the rough

division of tunnel clcnlents.　The values of the straiTIS analyr/.ed are also close

to those of the observation in the simulation of any earthquake.

CONCLUS TONS

In this paper. the authors mainly focllS Orl the dynatnic behavior of a shield

tunnel in soft ground durirlg body-wave-predominant earthquakes. In this type of

earthquakes. the dan)age of the tunnel is anticipated to be occured due to the

ground response orlglnated from the structure of the surface layer.　The

coincidence between the simulation and the observation Jnentioned above was

considered to bc obtaiJled mainly by the appropreate modeling of the ground. In

the seiszDic design of a shie.ld tunnel, therefore. the dynaJZIic property of the

surf･lCe layer is considerably importaTlt and the analysis proposed by the authors

is desirable for detailed exaJninations.
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